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Award Designation and Category: GOLD Travel 
Campaign Title: Get Carried Away 
Year the campaign took place: 2019 

 

 
 
Brand: Amtrak 
Creative Agency: VMLY&R (application owner) 
Media Company/Agency: MediaCom Worldwide 
Research Company: Multiple vendors, including BAV (Brand Asset 
Valuator), Northstar Research Partners, and VMLY&R Research Studio 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
● Marketing Challenge:   Approaching its 50th anniversary, Amtrak 

embarked on a mission to make America fall in love with the train 
again. This meant making the oldest mode of city-to-city travel 
relevant to a whole new generation of travelers, who had grown up 
flying and driving—the train never even in their consideration.   
 

● Research Goal: With an ambitious goal to win over the hearts of 
millennial travelers, we set out to learn as much as we could about 
them, to uncover the needs and desires that train can uniquely fulfil.  
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● Methodology: A multi-prong deep dive into the mind and behaviors of 

millennial travelers via a mix of ethnography, cultural digs, syndicated 
sources, analysis of 1st party and programmatic data, and Amtrak 
proprietary consumer research followed by campaign evaluation. 
 

● Insight:  Young travelers crave excitement, discovery, and the chance 
to experience every moment of their journeys.   

 
● Execution: Get Carried Away campaign inspires Inspire train-lust by 

romancing the joy of the train journey and the moments that make it 
special.  We enticed travelers to get carried away with Amtrak—when 
and where they get inspired, research and book travel. 

 
Consumer Insight 
● Young travelers are ‘explorers’ who crave excitement, discovery, and 

the chance to experience every moment of their journeys. 
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Marketing Challenge 
 
Amtrak needs no introduction. America’s passenger railroad, connecting 
people to 500 destinations coast to coast, it is the name synonymous with 
train travel in America.  But the fact is, these days only 3% of viable trips 
are taken by train 
 
“We’re more of a driving culture here.”  — Traveler, LA 
 
Approaching its 50th anniversary, Amtrak was determined to increase 
demand for train travel. The task was tough enough – with competition that 
includes 17 major airlines, plus 42 regional ones, over 10 intercity bus 
services, and 270 million cars and trucks, sitting in America’s driveways 
ready for that road trip.  Effectively, a category of one, Amtrak 
competes against all of them combined.   
 
But truly, our job was much bigger than winning an extra share of the travel 
wallet. We had to make the oldest form of city-to-city transportation 
relevant to a whole new generation of travelers.  
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Methodology  
 
Phase 1: Getting to know millennial travelers  
With an ambitious goal to win over the hearts of millennial travelers, we 
went on to learn as much as we could about them, via a mix of ethnography, 
in-depth interviews, cultural digs, syndicated sources, analysis of 1st party 
and programmatic data and social listening. We had learned that they are 
explorers at heart, with zest for life, diverse interests, and curious minds.  
They avoid tourist traps, in favor of authentic experiences.  Whether it’s 
business, or leisure, they seek adventure and discovery, looking to enjoy 
their journey—every bit of it.   
 
Phase 2.  Uncovering their Unmet emotional need 
Through in-depth interviews and traveler ethnography we uncovered 
something truly fascinating. While millennials fully expect to savor every 
ounce of their travel experience, they don’t plan to start enjoying their trip 
until they reach the destination.  

“Usually you don’t relax until you get there.” — Leisure Traveler, NY 
Somehow, “getting there” (flying or driving) had become something to 
endure, not enjoy.  The journey had become the forgotten part of the trip. 
Explorers accepted the compromise; except they never gave up on wanting 
more. 
 
Phase 3:  Uncovering Amtrak opportunity  
Then we turned to Brand Asset Valuator (BAV), the largest and longest-
running brand study in the world.  We were not surprised to see that 
millennials view Amtrak as classic and reputable brand.  But were thrilled to 
discover that they also regard Amtrak as exciting--more exciting than the 
travel and hospitality average, because they train travel to be an experience.    
 
We saw a natural way to spark romance with young travelers: 
scratch their itch for adventure and discovery, fulfill. their unmet 
craving to enjoy every moment of their journeys.  After all, this was 
what they wanted all along, but never knew they could have!   
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Creative Execution  
 
ENTICING EXPLORERS TO  ‘GET CARRIED AWAY’ 
Amtrak brand campaign “Get Carried Away” is a celebration of the casual 
little moments that make the train journey special—and the positive feelings 
they evoke. It is an invitation to get more out of every moment, to get 
inspired—to let yourself get carried away.  
It was essential for us to spark genuine connection. So instead of launching 
with a big TV manifesto, we created a tapestry of engaging digital pieces 
(from video to influencer-created blog posts). Each execution an intimate 
peek into a small yet emotionally-rich ‘carried away’ moment on the train: 

• A young family rediscovering the world through their kids’ eyes 
• Colleagues toasting a great meeting in the bar car on the way home 
• A solo traveler enjoying quality “me” time 
• A young couple excited about their weekend adventure 

 
ENGAGING THEM WHERE THEY GET INSPIRED, RESEARCH, BOOK 
AND TRAVEL 
The campaign launched across digital and social channels—from Google to 
Expedia to YouTube to Instagram. We partnered with travel influencers to 
create native custom content and help us spread the word. In addition to the 
national effort, we doubled-down on Amtrak’s most critical markets, 
including New York, D.C., Chicago, LA and more, with geotargeted digital 
and digital out-of-home, creating visible impact where it mattered most.   
 
CONNECTING ON A PERSONAL LEVEL  
Explorers are a diverse group, from single and unshackled urbanites to 
suburban parents with young kids. But above all, they are inherently 
different people with their own passions, hot buttons, how they like to travel 
and what they want to get out of the journey. 
 
Through multidimensional audience modeling powered by demographic, 
attitudinal and behavioral signals paired with dynamic creative optimization, 
we engaged all kinds of explorers with Amtrak content that connected to 
their lives, tapping into their specific motivations to get carried away.   An 
entrepreneur, who travels for business, saw the content highlighting 
comfortable, uninterrupted productivity. An urban adventurer encountered 
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videos about the exciting discoveries to be had on the train, while scrolling 
her Instagram feed. A mom with young kids, planning her travel online, saw 
an invitation to create a new memory as a family. 
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
 
WE INSPIRED TRAIN-LUST, FUELING PURCHASE INTENT 
We got the new generation of travelers to fall in love with the train. And we 
managed to do this while keeping a strong bond with our current riders. The 
campaign drove notable purchase intent lift. Among all those exposed 
to the campaign, 5.6% more were interested in buying an Amtrak ticket vs. 
a non-exposed audience, exceeding the 5% goal. The greatest lift in 
purchase intent (+11.4%) was seen among the young travelers. 

 

WE ENTICED 300,000 NEW RIDERS TO GET CARRIED AWAY  
Our ambition was to grow Amtrak revenue by 3.2% and ridership by 2.9% 
year over year. In just a month after launch, revenue was up 6.8% and 
ridership up +3.7% vs. same period last year—incredibly impressive results 

given a flat media budget year-on-year and no “new news,” in a fiercely 
competitive category.  In just the first 4 months of the campaign, we 
brought in more than 300,000 new riders to Amtrak and over $30 million 
in incremental revenue vs. the same period last year. And the success 
carried on.  With this boost, we finished fiscal year 2019 with the highest 
year-on-year ridership lift in a decade. 
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Campaign Participants/Credits 
 
Amtrak 
Kerry McKelvey, VP of Marketing 
Darlene Abubakar, Senior Director, National Advertising and Marketing 
Programs 
 
VMLY&R 
Anna Ross Managing Strategy Director 
Ryan Blum, Executive Creative Director 
Earl Wallace. Group Creative Director 
David Flemister, Managing Director, Partnership Lead 
Michael Udensi. Associate Account Director 
Lanier Gilberr. Senior Strategist 
Megan Lee, Associate Creative Director 
Madison Richard. Associate Designer 
 
MediaCom 
Imran Ismail Senior Partner, Director 
Marc Tammen. Associate Media Director 
Nicholas Omeltchenko, Digital Media Planner 
Robert Swartz, Managing Partner, Strategy 


